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<I was doing a job in Magadan, Russia when I ran into one of these creatures. It was a
large humanoid creature, similar to a sasquatch or yeti, but had
a hunger like a windigo.> Dizzy Devil
Description
The Mirygdy is a large humanoid that is about 7 feet(3.3M) tall
with a small head and no visible neck. It has a strong upper
body with wide shoulders and robust arms. It has a flat face like
that of a human being, and that it often walked on two legs, that
its body was covered with a thick black fur, and its feet armed
with enormous claws; that its strength is terrible and has
hunters afraid to go out alone in this territory.
<Sounds like a sasquatch. If that is all it is it shouldn’t be posted here.> Doubtful
Thomas
<Read on> Dizzy Devil
The creature has been known to scavenge game killed by hunters. It will use its hands
to tear off and eat raw meat. It is thought that it eats seals, bears, and other creatures in
the summer time while hibernating through the winter months. <So if found, it won’t be
during the winter months? Sounds safer.> Nine Lives
<Если можно назвать арктический регион безопасным зимой, то, конечно, я
думаю.> Okhotnik
<<Translation>If the Arctic region can be called safe in winter, then, of course, I
think> Hunter>
History
In Mongolian folklore, an Almas, Alma, Mirygdy or Almasty,
among other variants (Mongolian: Алмас, Chechen: Алмазы,
Turkish: Albıs/Albız or Albastı), is a creature or deity said to
inhabit the Caucasus and Pamir Mountains of Central Asia, the
Altai Mountains of western Mongolia, and the eastern
mountains in Russia.

During the most notable sighting in August 1970, Victor Chebotarev and two other
hunters saw a large, hairy, humanlike creature near the Amguema River in the
Chukotskiy Region. The pair were out hunting when they got a dear. A large humanoid
creature moved to the downed animal, picked it up and tossed it over its shoulder and
faded into the snow. The men were so afraid of the creature that they didn’t even think
about shooting it. <Was it the fear power or where these men just to scared to shoot an
unknown creature?> Chrome
<From my run in I think it was the fear power. I was scared dreckless, and I don’t balk at
anything.> Dizzy Devil
In 1992, a group of scientists went on an expedition to search for the almas in the
Caucasus Mountains. The group, funded by the University of Moscow, found traces of
the creature, tracks, fur, and bones from feedings, but did not get any actual sightings of
the creature.
A 2010 study, before magic returned, concluded that hair samples found in the 1992
expedition that were attributed to the Mirygdy were in fact from other species including
Ursus arctos, Equus caballus, and Bos taurus. <In layman's terms for our publicly
educated runners: Bear, Horse, and Cow.> Homework Dictator
<Don’t be a fragger HD> Educated Runner
<I’m just translating the writing here. If you have an issue with that then…(0.28MP
deleted for content)> Homework Dictator
Post Awakening (2011)
In 2045, a study on the hair was conducted by MIT&M in the UCAS.
Through a magical process it was proved that the 2010 study was not
only wrong, but they failed to prove that they had in fact had hair from
a not yet known sapient and magical creature. They were also able to
prove that these creatures have, use, and are closely associated with
magic. This should be a warning for any hunters out there looking for
these beings. <I would have thought that the hair samples would have
deteriorated with all that time.> Inquisitive Cub
<They were stored properly.> Inspector G. Adget
These creatures eat flesh, carrion, and any other meat they can find. Their hunger rivals
that of the wendigo, without having the side effect of the Human MetaHuman Vampiric
Virus. If you see them, it is suggested that you run.

Current Territory
The Mirygdy has been spotted across Russia and
down into Mongolia through the years. It is believed
that they have caves and villages hidden throughout
the region. <If you find a cave complex, DO NOT GO
IN THERE! Their numbers are unknown. You might
find yourself the main course in the next meal> Dizzy
Devil
Why the interest?
With the creature having similar feeding habits as a
wendigo without the introduction of the HMHVV, corporations are hoping to learn more
about creature powers, critters using magic, and the deep hunger of the creatures
without the threat of infection. They are also hoping to find a new creature that they can
use for experimentation. <Of course the corps want to find a new way to run
experiments that would be considered inhumane if the creature is sapient. Those
Dreckheads!> SCMHR Member
<I so agree.> Yacco
Possible similar species
These creatures have a resemblance to both sasquatch and wendigo, and they seem to
be a mix of the two. It is unknown if they are sapient like the sasquatch or just a
mindless creature like the wendigo. Whatever they are, they are different from all other
similar creatures.
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Initiative: 1D6+6
Limits: Physical 8 Mental 4 Social 5
Powers: Dual Natured, Mimicry, Sapience, Fear
Skills: Assensing 3, Animal Calls 5, Athletics Skill Group 2, Tracking 3, Perception
4, Sorcery Skill Group 3, Stealth 5 (in snow or mountain regions)
Weakness: Allergy (Silver) S, Fire
Gamemasters Note:
The Mirygdy are an offshoot of the Sasquatch that live in the Arctic regions in Russia,
mountains in Asia at higher elevations, and other high glacier mountain peaks around the world.
These creatures are sapient, but do not want anything to do with society as it is today.
These beings live in villages, usually underground under a glacier, where they hibernate through
the winter. In the spring-fall they hunt for food to prepare the village for the next winter. They will
take any kind of meat that they can find, including metahumans.
All of the hunters are magically inclined. Usually shamans, but some may be adepts as well.
They do have a language that they speak, but no one has ever heard it before. The few that
have been seen never made any sound.
Only the male creatures have the Fear power, making them the perfect hunters for the village.
The females stay in the village and protect the young. They might not be as physically strong as
the male counterparts, but the females of the species have a better willpower +1 and intel +1.
As these are extremely rare creatures, the villages will be small. Made up of only a few family
groups. The total numbers for these creatures worldwide is less than 2000.
These creatures can learn other languages, and will, but they have to be exposed to it for a time
to begin understanding it. Once understood, their mimicry and performance will improve to be
better than the sasquatch.

